The places where we work matter more than ever. They need to help us fully engage and connect with others. To support concentration as well as collaboration. Mirella™ responds with a comprehensive desking system that offers countless layouts to facilitate individual and team activities throughout a space. With a contemporary aesthetic and residential details, Mirella enhances the experience of work to impact effectiveness.

Reshaping The Future Of Work.

The places where we work matter more than ever. They need to help us fully engage and connect with others. To support concentration as well as collaboration. Mirella™ responds with a comprehensive desking system that offers countless layouts to facilitate individual and team activities throughout a space. With a contemporary aesthetic and residential details, Mirella enhances the experience of work to impact effectiveness.
Rising expectations for collaboration with guests and colleagues have forced companies to account for every inch of space. As a result, welcoming areas are evolving from passive spaces into social spaces that welcome visitors and allow coworkers to engage throughout the day.
Fostering productivity in the open plan means supporting the needs of the individual and the broader team. From dedicated workstations to touchdown areas for impromptu meetings, Mirella accommodates focus and collaboration with a collection that supports all the ways work gets done.

We’ve Got You Covered.
Workers that rely on privacy and focus still find the private office valuable. What has changed is the way these spaces are designed to support well-being, concentration, and impromptu meetings in an ever-shrinking footprint. Mirella’s desk, tables, and storage elements transform static enclosed spaces into hardworking, multi-tasking areas.
The way we work is ever-changing. Workdays are fluid. People and projects are in constant motion. Mirella supports the new workday with various-sized seated and standing-height tables that integrate technology to seamlessly blend comfort and convenience for groups of any size.
Providing creative spaces that help drive new ideas forward are essential catalysts to innovation. Whether used for hands-on problem solving and prototyping or to support a more relaxed brainstorming session, the Mirella collection transforms spaces into creative hubs that empower employees to think outside the box.
Floating worksurfaces and decorative residential-style hardware, combine with essential features, such as integrated power and versatile storage, for a flawless blend of form and function.
Statement of Line

Mirella™ Reception Desk with Glass Counter</p>

Mirella™ Freestanding Desk, available BF/BF, BBB/BF, BBB/BBB

Mirella™ L-Shaped Configuration Desk, available BF/BF, BBB/BF

Mirella™ U-Shaped Configuration Desk, available BF/BF, BBB/BF

Mirella™ Free Standing Desk, available BF/BF, BBB/BF

Mirella™ End Table

Mirella™ Coffee Table

Mirella™ Conference Table, Standing Height, available 8’, 10’, 12’, 14’, 16’

Mirella™ Conference Table, Sitting Height, available 8’, 10’, 12’, 14’, 16’

Mirella™ Conference Table, Standing Height, available 8’, 10’, 12’, 14’, 16’

Mirella™ Conference Table, Standing Height, available 8’, 10’, 12’, 14’, 16’

Materials Selections

Create the look you want from the following Mirella material selections.

Standard Laminates

- Sand Dune
- Southern Tobacco
- White Ash
- Stone Gray

Premium Laminates

- Black Vinyl
- Gray Vinyl
- Cognac Vinyl

Safco Lounge Seating

Safco Lounge Seating Leg Kits

Black

Silver
Power Module – 2 Power Outlets, 1 Data Outlet, USB Power
Power Module – Power Module with 2 Power and 2 USB Outlets, 1 Daisy Chain